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Chapter 1 : Toni Aleo â€“ Page 3 â€“ Ebook Bike
Seduced by the Game is a collaboration of authors who love the game of hockey, a little sexy times, and have a lot of
passion. I found this book through my fangirling worship of Toni Aleo! Ms Aleo is one hell of a writer, one hell of a lady,
and she loves hockey (even if her team just creamed my team the other night! ** LOL).

Blue Lines, due in December: Toni Aleo Love my Shea and Elli! To read this click here: Jen More Shea,
Ladies! Do you really need another reason to read it? Was like 29 pages! I mean, two girls and now twin sons
in three years! I just wanted a little more of Shea and Elli. This was a sweet short story showing us their
married life and their kids. It had some real beautiful family moments. This was a cute bonus chapter about
what Elli and Shea have been up to. It also set up the premise for the next book in the Series For more reviews
go to www. Very cute short story, Elli and Shea have twin boys! Hottie he had better grow himself a uterus to
house all those parasitic fetuses feti? I went from Loved this look into the Adler family. Jackie Lane Even
though this story was super short, it still was packed with lots of story. This is the story of Elli having her twin
boys, the love Shea feel for Elli and the fact that he is not done with the size of his family and would like Elli
to have at least one more child and he manages to work his magic and she agrees to revisit it in one year.
When I saw the just got out novellas of your Assasins Series you had become one of my favorite authors!. I
hope you can sell some: Nikolina I really really really missed Shea! Scene where Shea is singing? I hated Ellie
in the first book but once she and Shea got together, she was sweet and lovable..!! And in this one awesome!!
Great work Ms Aleo Y Shea como siempre, encantador. Lariza Yay more Elli and Shea!! I enjoyed reading
about their marital bliss and how their love has grown. Faz awesome cover and book. He and Lucas really
there are no words lol. I love the way they always harmonious and loving and just say it like it is and consult
on everything Shea and Eli have always been my favourite characters from this series. And I was definitely
pleased with this story: Lilly Not wha I expected but it was good. This one should be read before "falling for
the backup epilogue ". Ambur Loved this short! It was great getting to see Shea and Elli so happy!!
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Book "Seduced by the Game" (Aleo, Toni) in epub ready for read and download! It's time to drop the gloves and fight!
Support the Fight against cancer that is. This.

This anthology would not have been possible without the support and donations from the following: Regina
Wamba of Mae I Design maeidesign. Fiona Jayde from fionajaydemedia. Lisa Hollett with
silentlycorrectingyourgrammar. Khloe Wren for assisting with the Seduced by The Game logo. Heather Norris
Harrison for her assistance with media contacts and overall support. Stacey Price for formatting both the print
and ebooks, as well as keeping things organized so everything stayed on track. There is no way we can thank
all of the bloggers that have stepped up to make this the success we hope it will be. But from the bottom of our
hearts, please know we understand how hard you work, and appreciate each and every one of you sharing our
stories, this anthology, and donating some ad space along the way. We want to thank you for your purchase of
Seduced by The Game. All proceeds from the sale of this book will be donated to a professional hockey
cancer charity foundation that we have agreed not to mention by name until we can work out some legal
details and get their full support and backing â€” another exciting step forward for future anthologies to help
support the fight against cancer. Please take a moment to visit our website at SeducedbyTheGame. We hope
you enjoy each story, and would be grateful if you could take a moment and leave a review when you finish.
February Karson King pushed himself as he skated up the ice and back along with his teammates. A cloud
whooshed out with every breath he let out; his lungs were burning, and so were his legs. The rink was cold,
and he loved the sound his skates made against the ice, along with those of his twenty-nine teammates. It was
seven in the morning, and he was tired from staying out way too late the night before, but he loved this.
Hockey was his life. He ate, slept, and breathed hockey since he was old enough to stand in his skates. It was
all he knew; it was all he cared about. This was his life, and he was ready to do everything he could to make
his dreams come true. And that was making it into the pros. He had done everything to get there. He played
hockey days a year, trained with the best coaches, went to the best camps, and never started a day without a
morning skate and a little puck handling. He was taught to be the best by his father, who played for
twenty-one seasons in the pros before getting hurt and having to retire. He, along with his family, believed that
the Chicago Cats were one of the stepping-stones to get him to the pros. He loved his Cats family. In the two
years of being here, since he skipped going into the draft at eighteen, he had made friends for life and worked
to polish his skills even more. His mother, Regina, was very adamant about him going to college for at least
two years to make sure that hockey was really what he wanted to do with his life, despite the many scouts who
begged him to go into the draft. So he did, and while he believed it was a complete waste of time, he was glad
he was able to meet the guys he had and to be trained by one of the greatest college coaches around. He had
enjoyed the life he had here in Chicago, but he was ready to be drafted. He was ready to play for the big
leagues. Passing the puck up to his friend, Grady Martin, Karson crashed the net, going around it before
hitting the slot where Grady slid him a beauty of a pass, resulting in an awesome top-shelf goal. Doing a small
fist pump, Karson turned to congratulate his teammates before throwing his arm around him. Passes have to be
hard and accurate if we are going to beat NYU tomorrow.
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Toni. I've a blog scheduled for this book on 4/ I believe I signed up on a call on one of the facebook communities. (Sadly,
I didn't note which one).

Support the Fight against cancer that is. This anthology of 8 novellas is hot enough to melt the ice these
players skate on. What do ice skates and sticks have in common? Welcome to the fastest game on Earth and
dare I say, the best sport? You can read a Catherine Gayle excerpt and enter the giveaway here! Karson King
is on the fast track to the pros and Lacey Martin is coming back from a hard fight against cancer and is
terrified of him but their love is too much to ignore. Will Karson prove that he will protect her heart at all
costs, or will he leave Lacey to pick up the pieces of her life once again? Her sister is married to a player and
Hannah never wanted that life. But Scott could change everything. Professional party crasher, Izzy Maxwell,
needs the coop Synopsis: Fresh from the minors, Jacobi Neal is hungry for this chance to play back-up for the
legendary goalie. Can two men battle each other, their inner demons, and the sizzling attraction building
between them? Sometimes, to reach the goal, you have to take the chance with a. All alone in a new town,
Keith is drawn to Kelly, his take out delivery girl. Can he convince her to forget her past and take a chance on
him or is he destined to be alone in a new town a little bit longer? I really liked how it was easy to imagine
yourself cheering for the team to being on ice with them. What I really liked about the set up in hindsight
because Toni Aleo ripped by heart with the ending to Tangled in the Laces and I hated how it was set up at the
time is that it allows any reader to come in and pick up an established series without the pressure of reading
said series. Emotional rollercoster-I know it can be pretty depressing to read about cancer, but the authors
wrote strong characters. Each character struggles with their own personal demons in their own way. I laughed
and cheered for the survivors and yet, cried my eyes out at how unfair life can be. What I really liked about
Seduced by the Game, is how each author gave us strong characters with a personal journey. Charity-The great
thing about Seduced by the Game is that all the authors came together and contributed for free. All proceeds
earned the first year of publication April April give or take go directly to fighting cancer. Quick read-Find
yourself pressed for time? The beauty of anthologies is that you get to pick and chose which stories to read
first.
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Toni Aleo Tangled in the Laces (The Assassins series: Prequel to Laces and Lace):In Tangled in the Laces, Karson
King is on the fast track to the NHL. Lacey Martin is coming back from a hard fight against cancer and is terrified of him
but the attraction is too much to ignore.

Seduced by the Game is a collaboration of authors who love the game of hockey, a little sexy times, and have
a lot of passion. I found this book through my fangirling worship of Toni Aleo! Ms Aleo is one hell Buy the
book and visit our blog for info on the blog tour giveaway, and excerpts. A touching, heartfelt and uplifting
novella. Catherine Gayle tells a compelling and incredibly sweet story about losing hope and then Toni Aleo
Mar 07, Love. Pleasures Chest Apr 07, Synopsis It? Support the Fight against cancer that is. This anthology of
8 brand new novellas is hot enough to melt the ice these players skate on. If you go in with this attitude you
won? Basically, Karson King falls head over heels in love with his best friend sister, Lacey I understand the
switch but was Madeline also one? Quality and dedication to the cause. Pretty damn awesome, each and every
one! But I gave the other stories and authors a try. And it supports a great cause! Review to come with blog
tour!! How can you not? Not only do you get a combination of fantastic authors, but you get to support an
amazing cause. Diane Lynch Mar 12, I love hockey romances. So when I discovered that a bunch of my
favorite authors came together with an anthology I was doing back flips. Cathy Brockman Mar 19, allover this
was a very fun read for a good cause and I found several new auhtors I will be following! I thought this was an
intriguing story. I loved how it tied into the theme of cancer and charity I adored Lacey. However, it was a
good r Each and every story is top-notch, as are the auth Veronica Apr 10, I received a free copy of this book
to read and review for Wicked Reads Tangled in the Laces by Toni Aleo Tangled in the laces is a cute love
story about college students Lacey and Karson. I enjoyed the story but found the writing overly sentimental.
Then the angst started and I Rebecca Apr 05, Seduced by the Game is an amazing collection of 8 hockey
romance stories. Most of the novellas are part of the authors? Christy Mar 27, Seduced by the Game is a
collection of eight hockey novellas. Proceeds support the fight against cancer. I received this book as an ARC,
but you bet I went out and purchased it anyway. Supporting this particular disease is important to me. I lost
one of the most important people I read all of them, except for one DNF Anyhoo, here is the breakdown:
Becky Collins Mar 09, Love this book! Seduced by the Game had a taste of old and new for me. I was familiar
with some of the authors and even followed a couple of their hockey series but even the unfamiliar ones stood
out after reading them as well. Wendy Mar 07, Its always hard to give a box set one rating so I will try to give
each book a different rating. I just finished the book and may I just say. Aly Mar 27, I was so excited to get an
Arc copy of this book!! I read it as quickly as I could and it seemed to take over my life while I was reading it!
Nothing ever distracted him but this girl had the power to.? Abby Mar 08, 5 Stars! I have waited for this book
ever since I heard it was coming out, seriously chomping at the bit to get my hands on it and boy it didn?
Except I wish all the stories were all longer because I fell in love with every character and I didn? I lost my
mother to cancer when I was a teenager, my godmother who raised me is currently winning her battle with
breast cancer and we lost my amazing father-in-law last Fall to leukemia. This is a cause that is near and dear
to my heart. I was so ha Catherine Gayle Mar 07, I am so honored to have a novella included in this
anthology! Jennifer Thompson Apr 10, What a great book for such a good cause! This book has something for
everyone. Of course I had to buy it with new novellas from two of my fave hockey authors, but all 8 of these
stories were really good. I have some new authors to check out now as well. Thank you ladies for your
generos This anthology contains all hockey stories, two of which are from authors I have read in the past.
Needless to say, I was excited to read Seduced by the Game and signed up to review it. Please note, that all
proceeds made from the That they are being sold to raise funds and awareness of cancer charities, and that
through some of them there is a canc Seduced by the Game is an eight novella boxed set featuring 8 great
authors. Since I have read most hockey romance books, I was very familiar with six out of the eight authors
and I was very h Download at full speed with unlimited bandwidth with just one click! Fully optimized for all
platforms - no additional software required! Experience all the content you could possibly want from
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comprehensive library of timeless classics and new releases. We will not sell or rent your email address to
third parties.
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Seduced by the Game is a collaboration of authors who love the game of hockey, a little sexy times, and have a lot of
passion. I found this book through my fangirling worship of Toni Aleo! Ms Aleo is one hell.

Support the Fight against cancer that is. Locey, Bianca Sommerland, and Nikki Worrell. When her lips curved
in a smile, the laughter followed, and his dick came to life in his pants. It was such a heavenly sound, and he
had never wanted to make a girl laugh as much as he wanted to make Lacey. That turns you on? It was great to
see that you came to watch me play tonight. I came to watch my brother. This girl was it. Any other girl would
have fallen for his game, but not Lacey Martin. Are you thinking about having sex with me? I like that half
smile thing. I did just say you are the hottest girl in the world. Isabella Maxwell should know. Tonight she
might have met her match. As security checked invitations at the door, Izzy snuck past them and peeked in the
doorway, scoping out the scene insideâ€”DJ in the corner, empty dance floor complete with mirror ball and
flashing lights, not a dancer anywhere. Hockey players were slouched in chairs clumped around tables,
reminding her of pimply faced preteens at a junior high dance. They were a formidable wall of broad chests,
muscular thighs, and determined expressions. Her sisters had already boarded the boat, managing to sneak past
security, every one of them dressed to kill or at least to charm a professional hockey team, Bethany in her
plunging Vera Wang gown and deadly high heels. Standing near the buffet table, they giggled and whispered
as they stole glances at the players. Several players stared right back. The stage was set. Time to get this party
started. The Sockeyes were going to have the time of their lives if she had to threaten bodily harm with their
own hockey sticks. He tapped his toe on the floor and took a ready stance as if he expected her to run any
moment. Just what she needed, a SWAT team wannabe. She batted her eyes at him and continued to dig in her
purse. In fact, not one hair quivered on his mustache. No one, not even the governor, gets in without an invite.
He might look like a wimp but the guy was surprisingly strong. He must have the tickets. Please complete the
Rafflecopter form and Post a comment to this Q: What did you think of the excerpts spotlighted here? Will
Karson prove that he will protect her heart at all costs, or will he leave Lacey to pick up the pieces of her life
once again? Her sister is married to a player and Hannah never wanted that life. But Scott could change
everything. Fresh from the minors, Jacobi Neal is hungry for this chance to play back-up for the legendary
goalie. Can two men battle each other, their inner demons, and the sizzling attraction building between them?
Sometimes, to reach the goal, you have to take the chance with a. All alone in a new town, Keith is drawn to
Kelly, his take out delivery girl. Can he convince her to forget her past and take a chance on him or is he
destined to be alone in a new town a little bit longer?
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Seduced by the Game By: Toni Aleo. Cancer Charity Anthology Table of Contents Khloe Wren for assisting with the
Seduced by The Game logo. Coming Together.

I know I am! My contribution to the anthology, Tangled in the Laces, is a Prequel of an upcoming release
from my Assassins Series called Laces and Lace! So here is the teaser!!! This prequel sounds awesome and I
am sure the full novel will be just as good. When is the Tangled in the Laces coming out? Also, when is Laces
and Lace coming out? Keep writing awesome books. Because of you, I have become a hockey fan. I had never
watched a hockey game until I read your series. I believe I signed up on a call on one of the facebook
communities. Reply tammy ramey on April 12, at 3: I am normally a huge fan of the novels but I felt very
angry at the way Karson and Lacey ended. Instead we have a very emotional story of heartbreak and sadness
with no resolution. Yes, it goes for an excellent cause, but I should of just donated money to the cause and not
bothered with the emotional game being played and the long wait until the story completes. Reply mel on
April 25, at 9: It ended so sadly that I was crying so hard that I had to leave the bed so my husband could get
back to sleep. Is there no way that this story could be released sooner? Reply Ilse on May 16, at Congrats on
yet another great story! I love the Assasins series!
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Per Toni Aleo's website, Seduced by the Game. by Toni Aleo. Â· Ratings Â· 95 Reviews Â· published The Assassins
Series.

Mar 27, Christy rated it really liked it Seduced by the Game is a collection of eight hockey novellas. Proceeds
support the fight against cancer. I received this book as an ARC, but you bet I went out and purchased it
anyway. Supporting this particular disease is important to me. I lost one of the most important people in my
life to Cancer, so this is a cause that is very near and dear to my heart. Sometimes, to reach the goal, you have
to take the chance with a. Her sister is married to a player and Hannah never wanted that life. But Scott could
change everything. Now to convince her Lacey Martin is coming back from a hard fight against cancer and is
terrified of him but the attraction is too much to ignore. Soon their love is so intense, neither of them see the
rest of their lives without the other. Will Karson prove that he will protect her heart at all costs, or will he
leave Laceyto pick up the pieces of her life once again? Fresh from the minors, Jacobi Neal is hungry for this
chance to play back-up for the legendary goalie. Can two men battle each other, their inner demons, and the
sizzling attraction building between them? All alone in a new town, Keith is drawn to Kelly, his take out
delivery girl. Can he convince her to forget her past and take a chance on him or is he destined to be alone in a
new town a little bit longer? Anthologies are so difficult for me to review, so I am going to spotlight my
favorite novella of the book, Tangled in the Laces by Toni Aleo. This novella killed me! After reading, I just
wanted more This was a beautiful story. Karson and Lacey were a great couple. I need their book asap! Please
release early ; This anthology was full of steam, sports and romance. I enjoyed most of the novellas.
Chapter 8 : Coming soon from Toni Aleo! - Toni Aleo
Seduced by the Game - Toni Aleo, Cassandra and Cindy Carr, Nikki Worrell, Jami Davenport, Catherine Gayle, Jaymee
Jacobs, V L Locey, Bianca Sommerland, Lisa calendrierdelascience.com Toni Aleo - Assassins 01 - Taking
calendrierdelascience.com
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Book Review: Seduced by the Game (Anthology) October 11, Jessica 4 out of 5, review 1 â˜…â˜…â˜…â˜… Title:
Seduced by the Game Author: Bianca Sommerland, Cassandra Carr, Catherine Gayle, Cindy Carr, Jami Davenport,
Jaymee Jacobs, Nikki Worrell, Toni Aleo, V.L. Locey.
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